In an effort to continue supporting schools during this time of digital and hybrid learning, WFSU Public Media’s Education & Engagement Team is offering free virtual programs to help boost classroom and afterschool learning for students, teachers, and families. WFSU provide all materials, PBS KIDS video clips, and virtual instruction from our educators using the Microsoft Teams platform.

**VIRTUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT WFSU PUBLIC MEDIA**

**Molly of Denali**

**Virtual Family & Community Learning Workshop**

FOR FAMILIES, GRADES K-2 | LIMIT 10 FAMILIES  
TOPICS: COMMUNITY, CULTURE, INFORMATIONAL TEXT  
LENGTH: FOUR 1-HOUR SESSIONS*

PBS KIDS’ newest show, Molly of Denali offers students an exciting look at Native Alaskan culture, while also learning about how and where to find information, a key skill for 21st century learners. With Molly and her community as a guide, families will learn about each other and their communities through investigating native animals, creating a biography of an important family member, examining and drawing maps, and sharing family traditions.

**Green it Up!**

**Virtual Afterschool Program**

FOR GRADES K-2 | LIMIT 10 STUDENTS  
TOPICS: STEM, ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP  
LENGTH: FOUR 1-HOUR SESSIONS*

Green It Up is a hands-on program designed for children ages 6-8 to inspire a deep appreciation for nature, build STEM skills, and help students feel empowered to take action in their communities to care for the planet, just like their favorite characters from Cyberchase. Students will complete hands-on math and science activities, explore something in nature nearby, and engage with beloved Cyberchase media in each session!

*TIME IS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ACTIVITIES AFTER VIRTUAL SESSIONS

For more info, email hbabcock@fsu.edu
Odd Squad Be The Agent!
Virtual Afterschool Camp

FOR GRADES K-2 | LIMIT 10 STUDENTS
TOPICS: MATH AND SCIENCE CONCEPTS
LENGTH: FOUR 1-HOUR SESSIONS*

PBS KIDS’ award-winning show Odd Squad is now a virtual camp with a goal of turning students into Odd Squad Agents! Each session, Ms. O gives students a case to solve with hands-on activities. Students learn about mathematic concepts such as deductive reasoning, place values, and shapes. At the end of the program, students receive an Odd Squad badge to become an official Agent!

*SOME TIME IS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ACTIVITIES AFTER VIRTUAL SESSIONS

Sensational Science with Ruff Ruffman!
Virtual Afterschool Camp

GRADES K-3 | LIMIT 10 STUDENTS
TOPICS: SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY AND EXPLORATION
LENGTH: THREE 1-HOUR SESSIONS*

Everyone’s favorite snarky science dog, Ruff Ruffman, is here to ask important questions like what material does he need to use to keep his pet rhino dry and how to build a solid obstacle-course structure to train for the Dog-cathalon? And he needs your help to figure it out! Through this fun, interactive camp, students will watch and discuss clips of The Ruff Ruffman Show to gain a scientific objective, then using the provided materials and the process of science inquiry, solve the issue with hands-on experimentation.

For more info, email hbabcock@fsu.edu

*TIME IS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ACTIVITIES AFTER VIRTUAL SESSIONS